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Abstract
Let z be the uncovered set (i.e., the complement of the union of intervals) at time z in the
one-dimensional Johnson–Mehl model. We derive a bound for the total variation distance between
the distribution of the number of components of z ∩ (0; t] and a compound Poisson-geometric
distribution, which is sharper and simpler than an earlier bound obtained by Erhardsson. We also
derive a previously unavailable bound for the total variation distance between the distribution of
the Lebesgue measure of z∩(0; t] and a compound Poisson-exponential distribution. Both bounds
are O(z(t)=t) as t→∞, where z(t) is de"ned so that the expected number of components of
z(t)∩(0; t] converges to ¿ 0 as t→∞, and the parameters of the approximating distributions
are explicitly calculated. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we consider the Johnson–Mehl model, which can be described as
follows. Let N be a Poisson point process on Rd × [0;∞) with intensity measure
‘×, where ‘ is the Lebesgue measure on Rd and  is a locally "nite Borel measure
on [0;∞) such that ([0;∞))¿ 0. For each point (U; V ) of N , let a d-dimensional
sphere start to grow in Rd from U at time V , with constant speed in all directions.
By de"nition, the union of these spheres is at each "xed time a Boolean model. The
spheres give rise to a partitioning of Rd into cells, where each cell consists of those
points of Rd which are reached "rst by the same sphere. This partitioning is called a
Johnson–Mehl tessellation.
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The Johnson–Mehl model was introduced by Kolmogorov (1937) and Johnson and
Mehl (1939) to describe the formation and growth of crystals. Other suggested ap-
plications of the model are the duplication of a strand of DNA, and the release of
neurotransmitter at neuro-muscular synapses. In more general versions of the model,
N might be any simple point process, and the speed of growth of the spheres might
be non-constant.
Much of the research related to the Johnson–Mehl model since its introduction has
focused on properties of the tessellation; see Meijering (1953), Gilbert (1962), Miles
(1972) and MHller (1992). Results obtained include "rst and second moments of var-
ious characteristics for the interfaces of a “typical” cell. In recent years, motivated in
part by biological applications, other aspects of the model have been studied. Limit the-
orems for the time when a bounded subset of Rd is completely covered by the union
of spheres were derived in Vanderbei and Shepp (1988) and Cowan et al. (1995)
(the case d=1). Weak convergence to a Boolean model for the uncovered set (= the
complement of the union of spheres) was proven in Chiu (1995). Bounds for the to-
tal variation distance between the distribution of the number of components of the
uncovered set at time z, and Poisson or compound Poisson distributions, were given
in Erhardsson (1996, 2000a) (the case d=1). Central limit theorems for the number
of cells in the tessellation were derived in Quine and Robinson (1990), Holst et al.
(1996), Chiu (1997) (the case d=1), and Chiu and Quine (1997). The latter also
obtained bounds for the rate of convergence in such theorems, and a functional central
limit theorem in the case d=1.
The present paper is a continuation of the work on distributional approximations
for the uncovered set in Erhardsson (1996, 2000a). We here make use of a new
result, Theorem 5.1 in Erhardsson (2000b), which gives a bound for the total variation
distance between the distribution of the accumulated reward of a stationary renewal
reward process and a compound Poisson distribution. Since the uncovered set of the
one-dimensional Johnson–Mehl model can be interpreted as the exceedance set of a
continuous time Markov process, we may apply the above mentioned theorem to a
renewal reward process embedded into this Markov process. After some calculations,
this gives a bound for the total variation distance between the distribution of the number
of components of the uncovered set at time z which intersect (0; t], and a compound
Poisson-geometric, or PLolya–Aeppli, distribution. The bound is much simpler than the
one given in Erhardsson (2000a), and sharper: if z :R+→R+ is chosen so that the
expected number of components of the uncovered set at time z(t) which intersect
(0; t] converges to ¿ 0 as t→∞, then the bound is O(z(t)=t) as t→∞, while the
earlier bound is O(z(t)(z(t))=t + 1=
√
t(z(t))) as t→∞. The two parameters of
the approximating distribution are explicitly calculated.
Moreover, by applying Theorem 5.1 in Erhardsson (2000b) to another embedded
renewal reward process we get, with not much additional work, a bound for the total
variation distance between the distribution of the Lebesgue measure of the part of the
uncovered set at time z which intersects (0; t], and a compound Poisson-exponential dis-
tribution. Such a bound was previously unavailable. This bound is likewise O(z(t)=t)
as t→∞, but with a larger constant (much larger, in some cases). The two parameters
of the approximating distribution are again explicitly calculated.
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We "nally indicate how Theorem 5.1 can be used to obtain in a similar way a
(non-uniform) error bound for the approximation of the distribution of the time of
complete tessellation of (0; t], i.e., the time when (0; t] is completely covered by the
union of intervals, by an extreme value (Gumbel) distribution.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 some notation and de"nitions are
given. In Section 3 the approximating compound Poisson distribution and the total
variation distance error bound for the number of components of the uncovered set
are stated and proven, and in Section 4 the corresponding results for the Lebesgue
measure of the uncovered set. In Section 5 it is indicated how an error bound for
the Gumbel approximation of the time of complete tessellation can be obtained. In
Section 6 numerical values for the "rst of the bounds are tabulated for two particular
choices of .
2. Preliminaries
We use the following notation for sets of numbers: R= the real numbers, Z= the
integers, R+ = [0;∞), R′+ = (0;∞), Z+ = {0; 1; 2; : : :}, and Z′+ = {1; 2; : : :}.
For any random element X in any measurable space (S;F), we denote the distribu-
tion of X by L(X ).
For any topological space S we denote the Borel -algebra by BS .
For any S ∈BR and I =R or I =R+, we denote by D(I; S) the space of all functions
f : I→ S which are right-continuous and have left hand limits at every point. D(I; S)
is equipped with the -algebra generated by the "nite-dimensional sets. We de"ne, for
each A∈BS and t ∈ I , the functional tA :D(I; S)→R′+ ∪ {∞} by
tA(f) := inf{u¿ 0;f(t + u)∈A}; ∀f∈D(I; S);
and the functional O tA :D(I; S)→R+ ∪ {∞} by
O tA(f) := inf{u¿ 0;f(t + u)∈A}; ∀f∈D(I; S);
with the convention that inf ∅=∞. For brevity we will use the notation A(·) := 0A(·)
and OA(·) := O0A(·).
For any S ∈BR we de"neN(R×S) as the space of counting measures (i.e., integer
valued Radon measures) on (R×S;BR×BS).N(R×S) is equipped with the -algebra
generated by the "nite-dimensional sets (denoted by BN(R×S)). A random element in
(N(R × S);BN(R×S)) is called a point process. For any (R × S;BR × BS)-valued
random sequence {Zi; i∈Z} such that P(
∑
j∈Z I{Zj ∈ [ − x; x]2}¡∞ ∀x∈R+)=1,
we de"ne the point process  generated by {Zi; i∈Z} as (· ) :=
∑
j∈Z I{Zj ∈ ·}.
A point process  such that P(([ − x; x] × S)¡∞ ∀x∈R+)=1 is called a marked
point process. A (Palm version of a) renewal reward process is a marked point
process on (R × R+;BR × BR+) generated by a random sequence {(X oi ; Y oi ); i∈Z}
such that X o0 ≡ 0 and {(X oi+1 − X oi ; Y oi ); i∈Z} is an I.I.D. sequence.
For any two probability measures 1 and 2 on any measurable space (S;F) we
de"ne the total variation distance dTV(1; 2) by
dTV(1; 2) := sup
A∈F
|1(A)− 2(A)|:
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A nonnegative random variable W is said to have a compound Poisson distribution
POIS(), where  is a measure on R′+ such that
∫∞
0 (1∧x) d(x)¡∞, if the character-
istic function of W is E(eitW )= exp(− ∫R′+(1− eitx) d(x)) ∀t ∈R. If " := (R′+)¡∞,
then POIS()=L(
∑M
i=1 Ti), where the variables {Ti; i∈Z′+} and M are indepen-
dent, L(Ti)= =" ∀i∈Z′+, and M ∼ Po("). If (k)= "(1 − a)k−1a ∀k ∈Z′+ for some
a∈ (0; 1), then POIS() is called a compound Poisson-geometric, or PLolya–Aeppli,
distribution. If ([0; x])= "(1 − exp(−ax)) ∀x∈R+ for some a¿ 0, then POIS() is
called a compound Poisson-exponential distribution.
3. The number of components of the uncovered set
Denition 3.1. Let N be a Poisson point process on (R×R+;BR×BR+) with intensity
measure ‘ × , where ‘ is the Lebesgue measure and  is a locally "nite Borel
measure such that (R+)¿ 0. For each z ∈R+, we de"ne the (random) set z by
z := {t ∈R;N ({(x; y)∈R× R+; x∈ [t − z; t]; y∈ [0; x − t + z]})= 0}.
Remark 3.1. z is not identical to the uncovered set at time z in the one-dimensional
Johnson–Mehl model as described in Section 1. Rather, z is the uncovered set at time
z in a modi/ed one-dimensional Johnson–Mehl model, where the “spheres” grow only
in one direction (to the right). However, it is not diPcult to see that {t ∈R; t+z=2∈z}
is the uncovered set at time z in the Johnson–Mehl model generated by the Poisson
point process N (T−1(·)), where T :R × R+→R × R+ is the “shear” transformation
de"ned by T (x; y) := (x+y=2; y), and the speed of growth is 12 . Moreover, N (T
−1(·))
has the same intensity measure as N . These facts were "rst observed and used by
Vanderbei and Shepp (1988).
Theorem 3.1. Let N be a Poisson point process on (R × R+;BR × BR+) with in-
tensity measure ‘ × ; where ‘ is the Lebesgue measure and  is a locally /nite
Borel measure such that (R+)¿ 0. Denote the distribution function of  by (·);
and de/ne ( :R+→R+ by Q(x) :=
∫ x
0 (u) du ∀x∈R+. Let 06 z0¡z¡∞; where
(z0)¿ 0. For each t ∈R′+; let zt :=z ∩ (0; t]; and let comp(zt ) denote the number
of components of zt . Then;
dTV(L(comp(zt ));POIS("))
6H ("; *)3t(z)2e−2Q(z)
(
z − 1
(z)
− 3z0 + 3 + e
Q(z0)
(z0)
+ 2
∫
[0; z0]
eQ(u) du
)
+
2 + 2(z0)(z − z0)− 2(z0)=(z)
eQ(z0) + (z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
eQ(u) du
; ∀t ∈R′+; (3.1)
where (k)= (1− *)k−1* ∀k ∈Z′+;
"=
t(z0)
eQ(z0) + (z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
eQ(u) du
;
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*=
(z0)
(z)
(
eQ(z)
eQ(z0) + (z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
eQ(u) du
)
;
H ("; *)6


( 1"* ∧ 1) exp(") if *∈ (0; 1];
1
"*(2*−1) (
1
4"*(2*−1) + log
+(2"*(2*− 1))) ∧ 1 if *∈ [ 12 ; 1];
* 2
"(5*−4) if *∈ ( 45 ; 1]:
Proof. De"ne the random sequence {(Ui; Vi); i∈Z} (where · · ·¡U−1¡U06 0¡
U1¡ · · ·) as the coordinates of the points of the marked point process N (·∩(R×[0; z])).
De"ne, just as Vanderbei and Shepp (1988) and Holst et al. (1996), the random
element + in D(R;R+) by
+t := inf{Vi + (t − Ui); t¿Ui; i∈Z}; ∀t ∈R:
De"ne also, for each x∈R+, the random element +x in D(R+;R+) by
+xt := (x + t) ∧ inf{Vi + (t − Ui); t¿Ui; i∈Z′+}; ∀t ∈R+:
With a little bit of work it can be seen that +x is a Markov process with respect to
the "ltration {Ft ; t ∈R+}, de"ned by Ft :=(N (· ∩ ((0; t] × [0; z]))), with transition
function p, de"ned by p(t; x; ·) :=P(+xt ∈ ·), and stationary distribution -, de"ned by
-([0; x])=P(+06 x)=
{
1− e−Q(x) if x∈ [0; z];
1− e−Q(z)−(x−z)(z) if x∈ [z;∞):
It is also clear that + is a stationary Markov process (with transition function p). More-
over, for each bounded and continuous function g0 :R+→R and each t ∈R+, the func-
tion gt :R+→R, de"ned by gt(x) :=E(g0(+xt )), is also bounded and continuous. Hence,
for each x∈R+, +x is a strong Markov process with respect to {Ft ; t ∈R+}; see Propo-
sition 4:1:3 and Remark 4:1:4 in Ethier and Kurtz (1986). De"ne the random sequence
{(Xi; Yi); i∈Z} as follows. Let {Xi; i∈Z} (where · · ·¡X−1¡X06 0¡X1¡ · · ·) be
the random times {t ∈R; +t = z0}, and let
Yi := card{t ∈R; +t−¿z; +t6 z; Xi6 t ¡Xi+1}; ∀i∈Z:
De"ne the random element  in N(R×Z+) as the marked point process generated by
{(Xi; Yi); i∈Z}. In the terminology of Rolski (1981), (+; ) is a stationary version of a
“random process associated with a point process”. De"ne the random element (+o; o)
in D(R;R+) ×N(R × Z+) as a Palm version of (+; ) (see Section 3:2 in Rolski,
1981). The relation between (+o; o) and (+; ) is given by the Palm inversion formula:
for each measurable function g : D(R;R+)×N(R× Z+)→R+, it holds that
E(g(+; ))=
E(
∫ T o0
0 g(*t(+
o; o)) dt)
E(T o0 )
; (3.2)
where * : R×D(R;R+)×N(R×Z+)→D(R;R+)×N(R×Z+) is the shift operator.
De"ne the random sequence {(X oi ; Y oi ); i∈Z} (where · · ·¡X o−1¡X o0 = 0¡X o1 ¡ · · ·)
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as the coordinates of the points of o, and de"ne {T oi ; i∈Z} by T oi :=X oi+1−X oi . It can
be shown, using Theorem 3.1 in Rolski (1981) and the strong Markov property, that o
is a (Palm version of a) renewal reward process, and thatL(+ot ; t ∈R+)=L(+z0t ; t ∈R+).
With the notation -Y :=L(Y o0 ) and -
′
Y :=-Y (· ∩ Z′+), the triangle inequality implies
that
dTV
(
L(comp(zt ));POIS
(
t-′Y
E(T o0 )
))
6dTV
(
L(comp(zt ));L
(∫
(0; t]×Z′+
v d(u; v)
))
+dTV
(
L
(∫
(0; t]×Z′+
v d(u; v)
)
;POIS
(
t-′Y
E(T o0 )
))
:
From the basic coupling inequality we get
dTV
(
L(comp(zt ));L
(∫
(0; t]×Z′+
v d(u; v)
))
6 2P( Oz(+)¡ Oz0 (+)):
For the second term, Theorem 5.1 in Erhardsson (2000b) gives the bound
dTV
(
L
(∫
(0; t]×Z′+
v d(u; v)
)
;POIS
(
t-′Y
E(T o0 )
))
6H
(
t-′Y
E(T o0 )
)
3tE(Y o0 )
E(T o0 )
(
E(T o0 Y
o
0 )
E(T o0 )
+
E((T o0 )
2)E(Y o0 )
E(T o0 )2
)
; (3.3)
where H (E(T o0 )
−1t-′Y )6 ((E(T
o
0 )
−1t-Y (1))−1 ∧ 1) exp(E(T o0 )−1t-Y (Z′+)), unless
{k-Y (k); k ∈Z′+} is monotonically decreasing towards 0, in which case
H
(
t-′Y
E(T o0 )
)
6
1
QY (1)
(
1
4QY (1)
+ log+ 2QY (1)
)
∧ 1;
where QY (1) :=E(T o0 )
−1t(-Y (1) − 2-Y (2)). Moreover, Theorem 2:5 in Barbour and
Xia (1999) tells us that if
0 :=
∑∞
k=2 k(k − 1)-Y (k)∑∞
k=1 k-Y (k)
¡
1
2
;
then it also holds that
H
(
t-′Y
E(T o0 )
)
6
E(T o0 )
t(1− 20)∑∞k=1 k-Y (k) :
To calculate explicitly the quantities appearing in (3.3), we "rst de"ne the function
h :R+→R+ by h(x) :=E( Oz0 (+x)). Clearly h(z0)= 0. It is not diPcult to show that h
is bounded on [0; z0] and constant on (z0;∞). h is also Lipschitz on [0; z0], since if
06 x6y6 z0, then
h(x)− h(y)6 y − x + (y − x + h(0))P(N ((z0 − y; z0 − x]× [0; z0])¿ 0)
= y − x + (y − x + h(0))(1− e−(y−x)(z0)):
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The Markov property gives, for t ¿ 0 small enough,
h(x) = t + E( O tz0 (+
x))= t + E(h(+xt ))
= t + h(x + t)e−t(z) +
∫
[0; t]
(
h(x + t)
(
1− (x + u)
(z)
)
+
∫
[0; x+u]
h(y + t − u) d(y)
(z)
)
e−(t−u)(z)(z)e−u(z) du+ o(t)
= t + h(x + t)e−t(z) + e−t(z)
∫
[0; t]
(
h(x + t)((z)− (x + u))
+
∫
[0; x+u]
h(y + t − u) d(y)
)
du+ o(t); ∀x∈ [0; z0):
Dividing by t and letting t ↓ 0 in this expression, we get
−h′(x+) + (x)h(x)−
∫
[0; x]
h(y) d(y)= 1; ∀x∈ [0; z0): (3.4)
In order to "nd h, we temporarily assume that h and the distribution function (·) are
smooth enough, so that we may diSerentiate (3.4) to obtain
−h′′(x) + (x)h′(x)= 0; ∀x∈ [0; z0):
Solving this and using h(z0)= 0, we get
h(x)=C0
∫
(x; z0]
eQ(u) du; ∀x∈ [0; z0];
where C0 is a constant. It can be veri"ed that this h, with C0 = 1, satis"es (3.4) without
any regularity assumptions on (·). Moreover, h is the unique solution of (3.4) which
is Lipschitz on [0; z0] and satis"es h(z0)= 0. To see this, "x x∈ [0; z0], and note that
(3.4) still holds if we let {z0} be an absorbing state for +x. Let h : [0; z0]→R and
h† : [0; z0]→R be two solutions of (3.4) which are Lipschitz on [0; z0] and satisfy
h(z0)= h†(z0)= 0, and let h˜ := h − h†. De"ne the function gx :R+→R by gx(t) :=
E(h˜(+xt )). Note that, for some C¿ 0 not depending on x, |gx(t)−gx(0)|6Ct ∀t ∈R+.
This, together with the Markov property and (3.4), implies
lim
u↓0
gx(t + u)− gx(t)
u
= lim
u↓0
E(g+xt (u)− g+xt (0))
u
=0; ∀t ∈R+:
Moreover, gx is absolutely continuous on [0; t] for each t ∈R+, implying that gx(t)−
gx(0)=
∫ t
0 g
′
x(y) dy=0 for each t ∈R+. Hence, {h˜(+xt ); t ∈R+} is a (bounded) martin-
gale which will be absorbed in h˜(z0)= 0 in "nite time almost surely, so it must hold
that h˜(x)= 0. As a consequence we get
E(T o0 )= limx↓z0
h(x)=
1
(z0)
(
1 +
∫
[0; z0]
∫
(y; z0]
eQ(u) du d(y)
)
=
eQ(z0)
(z0)
:
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This was previously obtained by Holst et al. (1996) through slightly diSerent calcula-
tions. Also, (3.2) implies that
E((T o0 )
2)
2E(T o0 )
= E(h(+0))= e−Q(z0)
eQ(z0)
(z0)
+
∫
[0; z0]
∫
(y; z0]
eQ(u) du d-(y)
=
1
(z0)
+
∫
[0; z0]
eQ(u)(1− e−Q(u)) du= 1
(z0)
+
∫
[0; z0]
eQ(u) du− z0:
Next, we turn our attention to -′Y . The strong Markov property implies that
-′Y (k) = P(z(+
z0 )¡z0 (+
z0 ))(1− P(z0 (+z)¡z(+z)))k−1
×P(z0 (+z)¡z(+z)); ∀k ∈Z′+:
This in turn implies that POIS(E(T o0 )
−1t-′Y )=POIS("), where "=E(T
o
0 )
−1tP(z(+z0 )
¡z0 (+
z0 )), (k)= (1− *)k−1* ∀k ∈Z′+, and *=P(z0 (+z)¡z(+z)), and also, after a
little bit of work, that H ("; *) :=H (E(T o0 )
−1t-′Y ) satis"es the inequalities claimed in the
theorem. De"ne the function h1 :R+→ [0; 1] by h1(x) :=P( Oz0 (+x)¡ Oz(+x)). Clearly
h1(x)= 1 ∀x∈ [0; z0] and h1(z)= 0. Also, h1 is bounded and Lipschitz on (z0; z] and
constant on (z;∞). The Markov property gives, for t ¿ 0 small enough,
h1(x) = h1(x + t)e−t(z) +
∫
[0; t]
(
h1(x + t)
(
1− (x + u)
(z)
)
+
∫
(z0 ; x+u]
h1(y + t − u) d(y)(z) +
(z0)
(z)
)
×e−(t−u)(z)(z)e−u(z) du+ o(t)
= h1(x + t)e−t(z) + e−t(z)
∫
[0; t]
(
h1(x + t)((z)− (x + u))
+
∫
(z0 ; x+u]
h1(y + t − u) d(y) + (z0)
)
du+ o(t); ∀x∈ (z0; z):
Dividing by t and letting t ↓ 0, we get
−h′1(x+) + (x)h1(x)−
∫
[0; x]
h1(y) d(y)= 0; ∀x∈ (z0; z):
Solving this equation in the same way as (3.4) gives
h1(x)=
(z0)
∫
(x; z] e
Q(u) du
eQ(z0) + (z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
eQ(u) du
; ∀x∈ (z0; z]:
As a consequence we get
P(z0 (+
z)¡z(+z)) = lim
x↓z
h1(x)=
(z0)
(z)
(
1 +
∫
(z0 ; z]
∫
(y; z] e
Q(u) du d(y)
eQ(z0) + (z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
eQ(u) du
)
=
(z0)
(z)
(
1 +
eQ(z) − eQ(z0) − (z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
eQ(u) du
eQ(z0) + (z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
eQ(u) du
)
=
(z0)
(z)
(
eQ(z)
eQ(z0) + (z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
eQ(u) du
)
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and
P(z(+z0 )¡z0 (+
z0 )) = 1− lim
x↓z0
h1(x)= 1−
(z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
eQ(u) du
eQ(z0) + (z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
eQ(u) du
=
eQ(z0)
eQ(z0) + (z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
eQ(u) du
and these results together give
E(Y o0 )=
P(z(+z0 )¡z0 (+
z0 ))
P(z0 (+z)¡z(+z))
=
(z)
(z0)
eQ(z0)−Q(z):
Moreover,
P( Oz(+)¡ Oz0 (+)) = 1− E(h1(+0))= 1− (1− e−Q(z0))
−
(z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
∫
(y; z] e
Q(u) du d-(y)
eQ(z0) + (z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
eQ(u) du
− (z0)
(z)
(
eQ(z)
eQ(z0) + (z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
eQ(u) du
)
e−Q(z)
= e−Q(z0) −
(z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
(e−Q(z0) − e−Q(u))eQ(u) du
eQ(z0) + (z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
eQ(u) du
− (z0)
(z)
(
1
eQ(z0) + (z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
eQ(u) du
)
=
(
1 + (z0)(z − z0)− (z0)(z)
)
1
eQ(z0) + (z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
eQ(u) du
:
It remains to calculate E(T o0 Y
o
0 ). The strong Markov property implies that
E(T o0 I{Y o0 = k}) = E(z(+z0 )I{z(+z0 )¡z0 (+z0 )})P(z(+z)¡z0 (+z))k−1
×P(z0 (+z)¡z(+z)) + (k − 1)P(z(+z0 )¡z0 (+z0 ))
×E(z(+z)I{z(+z)¡z0 (+z)})P(z(+z)¡z0 (+z))k−2
×P(z0 (+z)¡z(+z)) + P(z(+z0 )¡z0 (+z0 ))P(z(+z)
¡z0 (+
z))k−1E(z0 (+
z)I{z0 (+z)¡z(+z)}); ∀k ∈Z′+
and this in turn gives
E(T o0 Y
o
0 ) =
∞∑
k=1
kE(T o0 I{Y o0 = k})
=
E(z(+z0 )I{z(+z0 )¡z0 (+z0 )})
P(z0 (+z)¡z(+z))
+
2P(z(+z0 )¡z0 (+
z0 ))E(z(+z)I{z(+z)¡z0 (+z)})
P(z0 (+z)¡z(+z))2
+
P(z(+z0 )¡z0 (+
z0 ))E(z0 (+
z)I{z0 (+z)¡z(+z)})
P(z0 (+z)¡z(+z))2
:
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De"ne the function h2 :R+→R+ by h2(x) :=E( Oz(+x)I{ Oz(+x)¡ Oz0 (+x)}). Clearly
h2(x)= 0 ∀x∈ [0; z0] ∪ {z}. Also, h2 is bounded and Lipschitz on (z0; z] and constant
on (z;∞). The Markov property gives, for t ¿ 0 small enough,
h2(x) = h2(x + t)e−t(z) + e−t(z)
∫
[0; t]
(
h2(x + t)((z)− (x + u))
+
∫
(z0 ; x+u]
h2(y + t − u) d(y)
)
du+ t(1− h1(x + t))e−t(z)
+ e−t(z)
∫
[0; t]
(
t(1− h1(x + t))((z)− (x + u))
+
∫
(z0 ; x+u]
t(1− h1(y + t − u)) d(y)
)
du+ o(t); ∀x∈ (z0; z):
Dividing by t and letting t ↓ 0, we get
−h′2(x+) + (x)h2(x)−
∫
[0; x]
h2(y) d(y)= 1− h1(x); ∀x∈ (z0; z):
Solving this equation using h2(z)= 0 gives
h2(x)=
(z0)
∫
(x; z](u− C2)eQ(u) du
eQ(z0) + (z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
eQ(u) du
; ∀x∈ (z0; z];
where
C2 =
z0eQ(z0) + (z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
ueQ(u) du− eQ(z0)=(z0)
eQ(z0) + (z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
eQ(u) du
:
We now get
E(z(+z0 )I{z(+z0 )¡z0 (+z0 )}) = limx↓z0 h2(x)=
(z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
(u− C2)eQ(u) du
eQ(z0) + (z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
eQ(u) du
=
(C2 + 1=(z0)− z0)eQ(z0)
eQ(z0) + (z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
eQ(u) du
and also
E(z(+z)I{z(+z)¡z0 (+z)})
= lim
x↓z
h2(x)=
1
(z)
(
1− (z0)
(z)
(
eQ(z)
eQ(z0) + (z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
eQ(u) du
)
+
(z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
∫
(y; z](u− C2)eQ(u) du d(y)
eQ(z0) + (z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
eQ(u) du
)
=
(z0)
(z)
(
(z − 1=(z)− C2)eQ(z)
eQ(z0) + (z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
eQ(u) du
)
:
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Finally, de"ne the function h3 :R+→R+ by h3(x) :=E( Oz0 (+x)I{ Oz0 (+x)¡ Oz(+x)}).
Clearly h3(x)= h(x) ∀x∈ [0; z0] and h3(z)= 0. Also, h3 is bounded and Lipschitz on
(z0; z] and constant on (z;∞). The Markov property gives, for t ¿ 0 small enough,
h3(x)= h3(x + t)e−t(z) + e−t(z)
∫
[0; t]
(
h3(x + t)((z)− (x + u))
+
∫
(z0 ; x+u]
h3(y + t − u) d(y) +
∫
[0; z0]
h((y + t − u) ∧ z0) d(y)
)
du
+ th1(x + t)e−t(z) + e−t(z)
∫
[0; t]
(
th1(x + t)((z)− (x + u))
+
∫
(z0 ; x+u]
th1(y + t − u) d(y) +
∫
[0; z0]
(t ∧ (u+ z0 − y)) d(y)
)
du+ o(t);
∀x∈ (z0; z):
Dividing by t and letting t ↓ 0, we get
−h′3(x+) + (x)h3(x)−
∫
[0; x]
h3(y) d(y)= h1(x); ∀x∈ (z0; z):
Solving this equation using h3(z)= 0 gives
h3(x)=
(z0)
∫
(x; z](C3 − u)eQ(u) du
eQ(z0) + (z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
eQ(u) du
; ∀x∈ (z0; z];
where C3 =C2 + eQ(z0)=(z0). We now get
E(z0 (+
z)I{z0 (+z)¡z(+z)})
= lim
x↓z
h3(x)=
1
(z)
∫
[0; z0]
∫
(y; z0]
eQ(u) du d(y)
+
(z0)
(z)
(
eQ(z)=(z) +
∫
(z0 ; z]
∫
(y; z](C3 − u)eQ(u) du d(y)
eQ(z0) + (z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
eQ(u) du
)
=
(z0)
(z)
(
(C3 + 1=(z)− z)eQ(z)
eQ(z0) + (z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
eQ(u) du
)
:
Summing up, we get
E(T o0 Y
o
0 ) =
(C2 + 1=(z0)− z0)eQ(z0)
(z0)eQ(z)=(z)
+
2(z − 1=(z)− C2)eQ(z0)
(z0)eQ(z)=(z)
+
(C3 + 1=(z)− z)eQ(z0)
(z0)eQ(z)=(z)
=
(z)eQ(z0)
(z0)eQ(z)
(
z − 1
(z)
− z0 + 1 + e
Q(z0)
(z0)
)
:
Remark 3.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, it is not diPcult to see that
E(comp(zt ))= (t(z) + 1)e
−Q(z) ∀(t; z)∈R+ × R+. Let z :R+→R+ be such that
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limt→∞ z(t)=∞ and limt→∞ t(z(t))e−Q(z(t)) = ¿ 0 (it follows from Theorem
2 in Chiu (1995) that such a z(·) exists for any ¿ 0). Theorem 3.1 implies that
dTV(L(comp(
z(t)
t ));POIS("))=O(z(t)=t) as t→∞ (to show this, z0 should be
kept "xed in (3.1)). An example: if (x)= 3x ∀x∈R+, where 3¿ 0 and ¿ 0,
then it can be shown using the iterative method described in Section 2:4 of de Bruijn
(1958) that z(t) ∼ (((+1)=3) log t)1=(+1) as t→∞, so the bound is O((log t)1=(+1)=t)
as t→∞. Another example: if (R+)= 3¡∞ and
∫
R+ u d(u)¡∞, then z(t) ∼
(1=3) log t as t→∞, so the bound is O(log t=t) as t→∞.
Remark 3.3. Let z :R+→R+ be as in Remark 3.2. Theorem 3.1 in Erhardsson (2000a)
implies that dTV(L(comp(
z(t)
t ));POIS("˜˜))=O(z(t)(z(t))=t + 1=
√
t(z(t))) as
t→∞, where ˜(k)= (1−*˜)k−1*˜ ∀k ∈Z′+, and the parameters (*˜; "˜) are slightly diSerent
from (*; "). Hence, Theorem 3.1 signi"cantly improves on Theorem 3.1 in Erhardsson
(2000a).
Remark 3.4. The bound (3.1) is smallest when the parameter * is close to 1 (since
then the third bound on H ("; *) can be used). It is therefore of interest to "nd simple
conditions on  which are suPcient for limz→∞ *=1 to hold when z0 is kept "xed
(or, equivalently, for limz→∞(z)e−Q(z)
∫
[0; z] e
Q(u) du=1). The following conditions
are suPcient: (·) is diSerentiable for z large enough, and limz→∞′(z)=2(z)= 0.
To see this, note that
d
dz
[
eQ(z)
(z)
]
=
(2(z)− ′(z))eQ(z)
2(z)
¿
1
2
for z large enough, implying that limz→∞ eQ(z)=(z)=∞. Hence, using l’Hoˆpital’s
rule, we get
lim
z→∞
∫
[0; z] e
Q(u) du
eQ(z)=(z)
= lim
z→∞
2(z)eQ(z)
(2(z)− ′(z))eQ(z) = 1:
Remark 3.5. From an Wsthetic point of view, it is not so pleasing that the distribution
POIS(") in Theorem 3.1 depends on the parameter z0, while L(comp(zt )) does not.
As an alternative, one might use POIS("ˆˆ), where "ˆ= t(
∫
[0; z] e
Q(u) du)−1, ˆ(k)= (1 −
*ˆ)k−1*ˆ ∀k ∈Z′+, and *ˆ=((z)e−Q(z)
∫
[0; z] e
Q(u) du)−1. The triangle inequality implies
dTV(L(comp(zt ));POIS("ˆˆ))6 dTV(L(comp(
z
t ));POIS("))
+dTV(POIS(");POIS("ˆˆ))
and Theorem 6:1 in Erhardsson (1999) and the mean value theorem give (at least if
* and *ˆ are bounded away from 0 for z large enough):
dTV(POIS(");POIS("ˆˆ))
6 1− exp
(
−
∞∑
k=1
|"(k)− "ˆˆ(k)|
)
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6
∞∑
k=1
|"(k)− "ˆˆ(k)|= t(z)e−Q(z)
∞∑
k=1
|(1− *)k−1* 2 − (1− *ˆ)k−1*ˆ 2|
6Ct(z)e−Q(z)|*− *ˆ|6C′t(z)2e−2Q(z);
where C¡∞ and C′¡∞ do not depend on z, for z large enough. Hence, if z :R+→
R+ is chosen as in Remark 3.2 and z0 is kept "xed, it holds that dTV(L(comp(
z(t)
t ));
POIS("ˆˆ))=O(z(t)=t) as t→∞.
Remark 3.6. Theorem 1 in Chiu (1995) states that L(comp(z(t)t )) converges
weakly to Po() as t→∞, for all z :R+→R+ such that limt→∞ z(t)=∞ and
limt→∞ t(z(t))e−Q(z(t)) = ¿ 0. This result cannot be deduced from Theorem 3.1,
since for some choices of  (e.g., for  supported on Z+ such that ([0; k + 1])=
([0; k])e([0; k]) ∀k ∈Z+) there exists a z :R+→R+ such that limt→∞ t(z(t))
e−Q(z(t)) =  and limt→∞ z(t)=t=∞.
4. The Lebesgue measure of the uncovered set
Theorem 4.1. Let N be a Poisson point process on (R×R+;BR×BR+) with intensity
measure ‘×; where ‘ is the Lebesgue measure and  is a locally /nite Borel mea-
sure such that (R+)¿ 0. Denote the distribution function of  by (·); and de/ne
( :R+→R+ by Q(x) :=
∫ x
0 (u) du ∀x∈R+. Let 06 z0¡z¡∞; where (z0)¿ 0.
For each t ∈R′+; let zt :=z ∩ (0; t]. Then;
dTV(L(‘(zt ));POIS("))
6 exp
(
t(z0)
eQ(z0) + (z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
eQ(u) du
)
3t(z0)2
(eQ(z0) + (z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
eQ(u) du)2
×
(
z0eQ(z0) + (z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
ueQ(u) du− eQ(z0)=(z0)
eQ(z0) + (z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
eQ(u) du
− 3z0 + 3 + e
Q(z0)
(z0)
+ 2
∫
[0; z0]
eQ(u) du
)
+
2 + 2(z0)(z − z0)− 2(z0)=(z)
eQ(z0) + (z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
eQ(u) du
; ∀t ∈R′+; (4.1)
where
([0; x])=
(
1− exp
(
− x(z0)e
Q(z)
eQ(z0) + (z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
eQ(u) du
))
; ∀x∈R+;
"=
t(z0)
eQ(z0) + (z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
eQ(u) du
:
Proof. De"ne the Markov processes + and {+x; x∈R+} in the same way as in the
proof of Theorem 3.1, but de"ne the random sequence {(Xi; Yi); i∈Z} in a slightly
diSerent way, as follows. Let {Xi; i∈Z} (where · · ·¡X−1¡X06 0¡X1¡ · · ·) be
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the random times {t ∈R; +t = z0}, and let
Yi := ‘{t ∈R; +t ¿ z; Xi6 t ¡Xi+1}; ∀i∈Z:
De"ne the random element  in N(R × R+) as the marked point process generated
by {(Xi; Yi); i∈Z}. Again, (+; ) is a stationary version of a random process associated
with a point process. De"ne the random element (+o; o) in D(R;R+)×N(R×R+) as a
Palm version of (+; ), let the random sequence {(X oi ; Y oi ); i∈Z} be the coordinates of
the points of o, and de"ne {T oi ; i∈Z} by T oi :=X oi+1−X oi . Again, o is a (Palm version
of a) renewal reward process. With the notation -Y :=L(Y o0 ) and -
′
Y :=-Y (· ∩ Z′+),
the triangle inequality implies that
dTV
(
L(‘(zt ));POIS
(
t-′Y
E(T o0 )
))
6dTV
(
L(‘(zt ));L
(∫
(0; t]×R′+
v d(u; v)
))
+dTV
(
L
(∫
(0; t]×R′+
v d(u; v)
)
;POIS
(
t-′Y
E(T o0 )
))
;
where dTV(L(‘(zt ));L(
∫
(0; t]×R′+ v d(u; v)))6 2P( Oz(+)¡ Oz0 (+)). For the second
term, Theorem 5.1 in Erhardsson (2000b) gives the bound
dTV
(
L
(∫
(0; t]×R′+
v d(u; v)
)
;POIS
(
t-′Y
E(T o0 )
))
6 exp
(
tP(Y o0 ¿ 0)
E(T o0 )
)
3tP(Y o0 ¿ 0)
E(T o0 )
(
E(T o0 I{Y o0 ¿ 0})
E(T o0 )
+
E((T o0 )
2)P(Y o0 ¿ 0)
E(T o0 )2
)
;
moreover,
P(Y o0 ¿ 0)=P(z(+
z0 )¡z0 (+
z0 ))=
eQ(z0)
eQ(z0) + (z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
eQ(u) du
:
Recall that if Ti ∼ exp(1=(z)) ∀i∈Z′+ and P(M = k)= (1 − *)k−1* ∀k ∈Z′+, and if
M; T1; T2; : : : are independent, then
∑M
i=1 Ti ∼ exp(((z)*)−1). This fact together with
the strong Markov property implies that
P(Y o0 ¿x|Y o0 ¿ 0) = exp(−x(z)P(z0 (+z)¡z(+z)))
= exp
(
− x(z0)e
Q(z)
eQ(z0) + (z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
eQ(u) du
)
; ∀x∈R+;
so POIS(E(T o0 )
−1t-′Y )=POIS("). Finally,
E(T o0 I{Y o0 ¿ 0}) =
∞∑
k=1
E(T o0 I{Y o0 = k})
= E(z(+z0 )I{z(+z0 )¡z0 (+z0 )})
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+
P(z(+z0 )¡z0 (+
z0 ))E(z(+z)I{z(+z)¡z0 (+z)})
P(z0 (+z)¡z(+z))
+
P(z(+z0 )¡z0 (+
z0 ))E(z0 (+
z)I{z0 (+z)¡z(+z)})
P(z0 (+z)¡z(+z))
=
(C3 − z0 + 1=(z0))eQ(z0)
eQ(z0) + (z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
eQ(u) du
;
where C3 =C2 + eQ(z0)=(z0).
5. The time of complete tessellation
Theorem 5.1. Let N be a Poisson point process on (R×R+;BR×BR+) with intensity
measure ‘×; where ‘ is the Lebesgue measure and  is a locally /nite Borel mea-
sure such that (R+)¿ 0. Denote the distribution function of  by (·); and de/ne
( :R+→R+ by Q(x) :=
∫ x
0 (u) du ∀x∈R+. Let z0 ∈R+ be such that (z0)¿ 0. For
each t ∈R′+; let Tt := inf{z ∈R′+;z ∩ (0; t] = ∅}. Then;∣∣∣∣∣P(Tt ¡ z)− exp
(
− t(z0)
eQ(z0) + (z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
eQ(u) du
)∣∣∣∣∣
6 3
(
1− exp
(
− t(z0)
eQ(z0) + (z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
eQ(u) du
))
(z0)
eQ(z0) + (z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
eQ(u) du
×
(
z0eQ(z0) + (z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
ueQ(u) du− eQ(z0)=(z0)
eQ(z0) + (z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
eQ(u) du
− 3z0 + 3 + e
Q(z0)
(z0)
+2
∫
[0; z0]
eQ(u) du
)
+
2 + 2(z0)(z − z0)− 2(z0)=(z)
eQ(z0) + (z0)
∫
(z0 ; z]
eQ(u) du
; ∀z ∈ (z0;∞):
(5.1)
Proof. We use the same notation and de"nitions as in the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Clearly, P(Tt ¡ z)=P(z(+)¿t) ∀z ∈R+. Therefore,∣∣∣∣P(Tt ¡ z)− exp
(
− tP(Y
o
0 ¿ 0)
E(T o0 )
)∣∣∣∣
6
∣∣∣∣∣P
(∫
(0; t]×Z′+
d(u; v)= 0
)
− exp
(
− tP(Y
o
0 ¿ 0)
E(T o0 )
)∣∣∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣∣∣P(z(+)¿t)− P
(∫
(0; t]×Z′+
d(u; v)= 0
)∣∣∣∣∣
6dTV
(
L
(∫
(0; t]×Z′+
d(u; v)
)
;Po
(
tP(Y o0 ¿ 0)
E(T o0 )
))
+2P( Oz(+)¡ Oz0 (+)); ∀z ∈ (z0;∞):
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Theorem 5.1 in Erhardsson (2000b) gives the bound
dTV
(
L
(∫
(0; t]×Z′+
d(u; v)
)
;Po
(
tP(Y o0 ¿ 0)
E(T o0 )
))
6 3
(
1− exp
(
tP(Y o0 ¿ 0)
E(T o0 )
))(
E(T o0 I{Y o0 ¿ 0})
E(T o0 )
+
E((T o0 )
2)P(Y o0 ¿ 0)
E(T o0 )2
)
:
All quantities appearing in this expression were calculated in the proofs of Theorems
3.1 and 4.1.
Remark 5.1. Let z :R+→R+ be such that limt→∞ t(z(t))e−Q(z(t)) =  := e−u,
limt→∞ z(t)=∞, and limt→∞ *=1. Then
lim
t→∞ exp
(
− t(z0)
eQ(z0) + (z0)
∫
(z0 ; z(t)]
eQ(u) du
)
=exp(−e−u);
and the bound (5.1) is O(z(t)=t) as t→∞ (z0 is kept "xed). If there exists func-
tions a :R+→R+ and b :R+→R such that z(t)= a(t)−1(u + b(t)) ∀t ∈R+, then
(5.1) can be used to give a (non-uniform) error bound for the approximation of
L(a(t)Tt−b(t)) with an extreme value (Gumbel) distribution. We give no examples of
this.
6. Numerical calculations
In this section the bound (3.1) has been numerically evaluated for two particu-
lar cases: = ‘ and (x)= 1 − e−x=10 ∀x∈R+ (Tables 1 and 2, respectively). The
same two cases were also considered in Section 5 of Erhardsson (2000a). Throughout,
z= z(t), where z(t) satis"es the equation t(z(t))e−Q(z(t)) = . The parameter z0
was chosen as 1 in the "rst case and 4 in the second case. In the second case, when
=2 and t=10, the equation de"ning z(t) does not have a solution. The calculations
were carried out in Matlab.
Table 1
t
 10 102 103 104 105 106
0.1 0.07667 0.009472 0.001091 1:215× 10−4 1:324× 10−5 1:425× 10−6
0.25 0.2463 0.03059 0.003519 3:906× 10−4 4:246× 10−5 4:555× 10−6
0.5 0.6929 0.08568 0.009802 0.001082 1:171× 10−4 1:252× 10−5
1 ¿ 1 0.2697 0.03041 0.003318 3:561× 10−4 3:779× 10−5
2 ¿ 1 0.8704 0.08481 0.008174 8:334× 10−4 8:605× 10−5
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Table 2
t
 10 102 103 104 105 106
0.1 0.2149 0.03044 0.003798 4:476× 10−4 5:111× 10−5 5:719× 10−6
0.25 0.6718 0.09610 0.01198 0.001407 1:600× 10−4 1:784× 10−5
0.5 ¿ 1 0.2666 0.03293 0.003837 4:336× 10−4 4:808× 10−5
1 ¿ 1 0.8333 0.1006 0.01151 0.001286 1:414× 10−4
2 — ¿ 1 0.2621 0.02604 0.002779 2:995× 10−4
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